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Health Care Worker Response to Tragedy

• We bring our own trauma, grief and loss

• We may know some of our triggers, not all of them

• We see difficult things that can become intrusive thoughts

• We can suffer from burn-out (depersonalization & exhaustion)

• But most HCW who last in the field have a natural resilience
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And then there was COVID



COVID-19 Complications

• Pre pandemic burnout risks neuroticism, high workload, value 

incongruence, poor job climate 

• The pandemic increased worker stress in every possible way

• Suddenly the things we do to manage patient trauma and grief no longer 

possible 

• Suddenly the things we do to manage our own stress also no longer 

possible 

• Effect of these things led to HCW Fear, Moral Distress, and Burnout
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Research

• 2021 (Cléophat, J, Simone, P,  Chiniara, G, et al)

• 2021 (Mongeau-Pérusse, Rizkallah,E. Bruneau J., et al.)

• 2022 (Marcil, M, Cyr, S, Marin, M, et al. )

• 2021 (Binnie, A, Moura, K, Moura, C., et al. 

• 2021 (Cyr S., Marcel, M., Marin M., et al) 

• 2021 (Plouffe, R., Nazarov, A., Forchuk, C., et al)
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Stress and Infection Control Workers

• Extreme pressure to set protocols, change protocols, 
“exhausting”

• Same state of confusion, looked to for answers

• Sleepless nights and many tears, faced a lot of hostility

• Having to tell pts they could not see newborn baby bc +ve

• Could not reach public health re: coming to see dying relative

• Had to decide if a patient needs to die alone
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Learnings from Critical Incident Stress Debriefs 

Traumatic Events Deserve Urgent Response 

-basic needs 

-psychological safety

-return to support/comforts
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Learnings (con’t)

Traumatic events deserve on-going care

-opportunities to debrief formally and informally 

-build opportunities for different narratives

-ability to participate in quality improvements
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